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Introduction
The starting point of this working group was the question about the kinds of attacks
that can be detected by inspecting in network traffic. In general, we identified four
major problems that network-based intrusion detection systems are facing:
1. Encrypted network traffic
2. Application-level attacks
3. Performance
4. Evasion attack.
An obvious problem in this area is payload inspection of encrypted traffic: since
the network-based intrusion detection system (NIDS) commonly has no access to the
encryption keys, it can not decrypt the captured data and, therefore, no analysis is
possible. From a network perspective it is thus hard to deal with encrypted traffic.
However, more and more traffic within networks uses some form of encryption (e.g.,
IPSec or SSL) and, thus, we need to develop approaches to also deal with this kind of
network traffic in the future. Traditional attack venues such as buffer overruns or
exploits of input validation errors have been known for a long time and are widely
understood. As a result, a large number of defense mechanisms have been devised
[16, 18]. For client-side attacks, however, only a few viable defense solutions have
emerged so far. These techniques often focus on one particular problem area only and
fail to address the larger and more general problem of unauthorized information flow
attacks. A distinctive feature of client-side attacks is that security problems often
cannot be traced to a particular vulnerability that can be easily fixed. In fact, the danger is precisely that the client’s security policy is not obviously and immediately
violated. In case of a cross-site scripting attack, the malicious script is truly sent by
the trusted server and thus, has to be granted the privilege to access the session tokens. Similarly, when a user enters sensitive data into a web form on a phishing site
or installs spyware, agreeing to the license, one could argue that there is no problem
because a deliberate action is taken and information is voluntarily disclosed. Such a
point of view, however, neglects the fact that there is an implicit security requirement
of users who do not want to disclose their sensitive data. Thus, even when the sameorigin policy is not violated by a cross-site scripting attack, there is an implicit policy
that dictates that no sensitive user data should be disclosed to unauthorized parties.
Furthermore, sending of code from server to client becomes more and more common
(e.g., AJAX sends JavaScript over the network) and this new interaction model poses
further challenges since a NIDS would need to inspect and verify the code. By moni-
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toring network traffic, such attacks are not easy to identify as they occur at the application-level: the NIDS would need to understand the context of requests and also keep
track of the application state. That is, one needs to understand the application logic
and try to detect attacks, which is hard even given the current network speed. Given
the fact that networks are getting faster at a higher pace then processing power increasing, this is clearly a problem. Furthermore, so called traffic blending attacks and
similar evasion attacks pose several challenges for NIDS [2, 3].

State of the Art
Detecting scan activity in network traffic has attracted a lot of interest in the research community over the last few years. As a result, there are several systems and
algorithms that can be used to detect either port scans or to identify worm propagation
[7, 8, 10, 15, 19]. Since nowadays attackers commonly use bots to have control over
an infected machine [20], the research community has developed some systems to
also detect this kind of attack-related traffic [1, 4,5, 6]. Another area of active research is Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) analysis [11, 12, 13, 17]. A common
approach to deal with this kind of attacks DDoS attacks. Nevertheless, it is still an
open problem how to differentiate between a flash crowd and an actual DDoS attack.
Current traffic monitoring techniques are useful to detect effects of attacks in order to
identify hosts that have been compromised. For example, a bot that has been installed
by a user because of a social engineering attack or with the help of a successful exploit can be detected by monitoring the network for suspicious behavior: such hosts
commonly generate either lots of scan traffic, are suspicious due to a large amount of
mails sent via these hosts, or generate lots of DNS queries. All such effects can be
easily detected with different traffic monitoring strategies [5, 6]. Furthermore, current
monitoring techniques allow us to detect artifacts of attacks. For example, we can
detect common attack tools, ready-made exploits, or worms based on specific signatures in the network traffic [9, 21].

Challenges
To improve the detection capabilities from a network point of view and to cope
with future challenges in this area, we developed some recommendations for future
work in this area. An application should support a NIDS such that it becomes easier to
check for ongoing attacks. This could for example be achieved by developing protocols in such a way that the NIDS can verify – without too much overhead – whether
or not a given packet is legitimate. Furthermore, additional meta-information which is
sent together with the actual application data could help a NIDS to detect attacks. One
example of such meta-information is proof-carrying code [14], another example is
signed code (with the drawback of requiring a public key infrastructure). Presumably
such changes also need to address the interaction model such that the communication
is more regular and not too much state needs to be kept by a NIDS. Another option
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would be to develop application specific filters that can be deployed in front of servers to protect them.
We require a deeper analysis and metrics to define the complexity of an attack. Here, we understand the complexity of an attack as the difficulty to see this attack at the
network level. Clearly, certain attacks are directly visible on the network, for example, as malformed packets (e.g., ARP attacks), as deviations in the number of packets
that are sent (e.g., denial of service), or as unexpected target of packets (e.g., hijacked
DNS traffic is sent to a malicious DNS server). However, other attacks are not immediately detectable. In particular, attacks that target application-level flaws could be
perfectly legitimate from a network perspective, but might arrive at an unexpected
point in time or in an unintended order. This would require more complex analysis,
requiring the NIDS to keep state or to understand application-level semantics. These
facets should be captured by the proposed complexity metric. When such a metric is
available, it could guide the designers of NIDS to focus on certain classes of attacks
that security officer (who has to deploy these solutions) to determine those classes of
threats for which additional levels of protection are required.
An additional area of future work is behavior-based detection of attacks: if we can
understand the current, normal configuration of a system, then we can detect deviations from this profile as an attack. To achieve this goal, we need to develop algorithms to understand what operations are normal based on the current configuration
(e.g., information about the network configuration, the running services, the clients
that make use of these services, ..). With the help of this information, we can then
develop technique to achieve behavior-based rather than knowledge-based detection
of attacks. However, it is then still challenging to detect covert channels or stealing of
information at the network level, thus additional techniques need to be developed to
counter these threats. Another open problem that needs to be addressed is the question
how much deep packet inspection is needed to detect attacks. With the steady increase
of network speed, less time can be spent analyzing each single packet. We need to
develop metrics and scenarios that are useful to answer the question in what circumstances netflow data is enough and in what cases more information is needed. A flexible infrastructure in which the network measurements can be adjusted during runtime
would be useful to help network-based detection of attacks.
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